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Part One of this two-article series reviews assessment tools to measure burnout and other negative
states. Physician well-being goes beyond merely the absence of burnout. Transient episodes of
burnout are to be expected. Measuring burnout alone is shortsighted. Well-being includes being
challenged, thriving, and achieving success in various aspects of personal and professional life. In
this second part of the series, we identify and describe assessment tools related to wellness, quality
of life, resilience, coping skills, and other positive states. [West J Emerg Med.2019;20(2)291-304.]

INTRODUCTION
In 2009, Shanafelt and colleagues proposed that “wellness
goes beyond merely the absence of distress and includes being
challenged, thriving, and achieving success in various aspects
of personal and professional life.”1 Siedsma and Emle defined
it as “the complex and multifaceted nature of physicians’
physical, mental and emotional health, and well-being.”2 The
American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) proposed
Volume 20, no. 2: March 2019

a multidimensional wellness model in 2016, the components
of which are the following: occupational, emotional, physical,
financial, spiritual, social, and intellectual. When viewing this
model, it is clear how these areas are interconnected and critical
in a person’s everyday life and that any approach to wellbeing must offer a holistic approach incorporating the different
psychosocial aspects affecting the physician.3,4 Despite these
and other frameworks, no clear consensus definition of well291
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being exists in the academic medical literature.5 Well-being is
comprised of multiple variables including work-life balance,
quality of life, resilience, mindfulness, coping strategies,
and mood. In this review we explore the tools that assess the
positive states of physician well-being.
The importance of physician well-being has now been
universally recognized, with calls to action made by virtually
every major medical society, including the American Medical
Association, the Association of American Medical Colleges,
and the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education
and in emergency medicine (EM) by the Council of Residency
Directors (CORD), ACEP, and the Society for Academic
Emergency Medicine. Whether wellness and well-being can
be taught remains to be determined, and there is no standard
for assessment or improvement. Numerous studies have
looked at various aspects, but either due to small or specific
sample size or confounding factors that lacked consideration,
interpretation of and extrapolation of the results of these
interventions should be done with caution.6
Summary
Well-being is a complex and multifactorial topic. Accurate
measurement is key to conducting needs assessments, developing
appropriate interventions, and ongoing monitoring.7 There
are numerous tools available for assessment. The goal of the
Assessment Tools Workgroup, a sub-committee of the CORD
Resilience Committee, was to research and summarize the
various assessment tools available on burnout, well-being,
resilience, and related factors and compile them as a collated
resource. This is the second resource available in this series; it
focuses on assessment tools to measure well-being, resilience,
and other positive states. For assessment tools related to burnout
and negative states, please refer to “The Assessment of Physician
Well-being, Part One: Burnout and Other Negative States.”
METHODS
The instruments included in this article are the result of a
scoping review of English-language publications with abstracts
indexed in PubMed, Web of Science, and MedEd Portal
within the past 10 years. Searches were based on the main
Medical Library Subject Heading (MeSH) terms “resilience,”
“mindfulness,” “mood,” “personality,” “well-being,” “quality
of life,” and “stress.” In addition to the search on the main
term, subheadings included the following: measurement,
assessment, evaluation, diagnosis, education, etiology, trends,
derivation, validation, tool, instrument, scale, measure, survey,
or questionnaire AND resident, residency, intern, internship,
medical student, clerk, attending, physician and clinician. A
complete listing of search terms can be found in Appendix 1.
This search was augmented by reviewing article reference lists
and performing further citation searches. We did not include
instruments cited only in abstracts or as reports of meetings.
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Abstractors performed a comprehensive review of the
identified assessment tools. Details of all scales and where
they can be found are presented in Table and Appendix 2.
The tools identified as most relevant, accessible, and practical
in evaluating emergency physician (EP) well-being were
included for further review. The tools were selected by
multiple abstractors. Abstractors worked in groups of two or
three and focused on one subject (e.g., mindfulness or quality
of life). Discrepancies between abstractors were reviewed
by either the first, second, or last author on the manuscript.
Consensus between at least two reviewers was required for an
instrument to be included in this paper.
The primary inclusion criteria was use of the tool in a
physician population in the medical literature. Exclusion
criteria included tools that were not used in a physician
population or were not cited in the medical literature relating
to physicians more than two to three times. Tools that did
not meet these two criteria are referenced in Appendix 2.
The figure illustrates the search algorithm and tool selection
process. The articles reviewed were organized by subcategory
of the tool (e.g., mindfulness tools), then by individual tool,
and finally, by the populations the tool had been used in.
A summary of the scale’s purpose, structure, and evidence
of its psychometric properties were derived from the original
source references. Due to the varied psychometric properties
of each tool, abstractors relied on the reported validity and
reliability from the source manuscripts. Where available,
published cutoff scores are provided for guidance, although
their validity or utility in other clinical or research contexts
should not be assumed. Where psychometric properties were
not explicitly described in the primary sources, potential users
may need to check for any subsequent information pertaining
to reliability and validity.
The following comments and discussions should be read
in conjunction with the details reported in Table and Appendix
2, as well as with the recommendations provided at the end of
the review.
RESULTS
Well-being Factors and Quality of Life Tools
While the definition of job burnout is relatively clear,8
well-being has been viewed through various domains9 and used
interchangeably with quality of life (QOL).10 Higher perception
of work-life imbalance negatively impacts work satisfaction
and effect of work on QOL.11 Several authors investigating
well-being in physicians used instruments initially intended
for the general population or patients,10,12 while others derived
instruments that specifically address the physician population.13
Physician Wellness Inventory
The Physician Wellness Inventory (PWI) is a measure
of how happy and satisfied physicians are with their work.
The PWI was piloted to assess attendings, residents and
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Used to:

Physician
Well Being
Index
(PWBI)

LASA includes five
simple items, each
of which targets a
specific domain of
quality of life.

Self-report measure
that asks the
respondent to
reflect on his or
her experiences at
work as a human
service provider,
both positive and
negative, in the past
30 days.

Quality of
Life Linear
Analog Scale
Assessment
(LASA)

Professional
Quality of
Life Scale
(ProQOL)

2) identify
physicians whose
degree of distress
may negatively
impact their
practice.

1) stratify physician
well-being in
several important
dimensions; and

It has three scales:
career purpose,
cognitive flexibility
and distress.

Physician
Wellness
Inventory

Well-being and quality of life

Name of
instrument

< Five
minutes

Two
minutes

Time to
complete

293
30 items

5-10
minutes

Five items < Five
minutes

Seven
Items

14 items

Number
of items

Table. Positive state assessment tools.

Free, must
credit the
author

Free

Organizations:
$10k license
and $5k yearly
fee

Free for
individuals

free

Cost

Notes

http://www.proqol.org/
Home_Page.php

http://www.jpsmjournal.
com/article/S08853924(07)00463-0/pdf

https://www.mededwebs.
com/employee-well-beingindex

The ProQOL consists of
three separate subscales:
Compassion Satisfaction,
Burnout, and Secondary
Traumatic Stress. Standardized
scores exist for all three (< 23
= low, 23-41 = average, > 41
= high). No composite score is
available. It is recommended
to complete the measure in its
entirety rather than separate the
questions into separate tests
divided by subscale.

Specific domains include
physical well-being (i.e., fatigue,
activity level), emotional wellbeing (i.e., depression, anxiety,
stress), spiritual well-being (i.e.,
sense of meaning, relationship
with God), and intellectual
well-being (i.e., ability to think
clearly, concentrate).

Designed to measure burnout,
provide valuable resources
when people them the most,
and track progress over time
to promote self-awareness.

www.
There are only two published
promoteyourwellness.com/ studies using this instrument
PWI.docx

Where to find it

Good
reliability

Validated

Free

Validated
in multiple
physician
populations

Accessible

Short

Provides
self-directed
learning
resources

Can be
used for self
-screening

Externally
validated

Short

Developed
for
physicians

Free

Pros

Indirect
measure of
“wellness”

Multiple
forms exist

More useful
for screening
than detailed
testing

Costly

Limited
studies, need
more data on
reliability and
validity

Cons
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Self-reported
measure of how
easily a person
can fall asleep in
different situations

Brief description
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Used to measure
the perception of
stress; measure of
the degree to which
situations in one’s
life are appraised
as stressful; items
are designed to tap
how unpredictable,
uncontrollable
and overloaded
respondents find
their lives; direct
queries of current
experienced stress

The CISS measures 48 items
three types of coping
styles: task-oriented
coping, emotionoriented coping, and
avoidance-oriented
coping. It helps
you determine the
preferred coping
style.

Perceived
Stress Scale
(PSS)

Coping
Inventory
for Stressful
Situations
(CISS )

14 items

Used for clinical
practice as a
measure of
stress and
adaptability. Also
used to evaluate
response to clinical
interventions.

25 items

Eight
items

Number
of items

Connor
Davidson
Resilience
Scale (CDRISC)

Resilience and mindfulness

Epworth
Sleepiness
Scale (ESS)

Name of
instrument

Table. Continued.

Free

Cost is
dependent
on type and
extent of use

Need
agreement
from authors
with small fee

(Need a
license for
corporate use)

Free for
individual use

Cost

294
Quik Score
Form (25/
pkg)=$60

10 minutes CISS Manual
= $57

10-15
minutes

5-10
minutes

One
minute

Time to
complete

http://www.mhs.com

http://www.psy.cmu.
edu/~scohen/scales.html

http://www.
connordavidsonresiliencescale.com/index.
php

http://
epworthsleepinessscale.
com/about-the-ess/

Where to find it

Risk for bias

Quick and
easy to use

Offers precision in predicting
preferred coping styles, and
contributes to understanding
the differential relationships
between coping styles and
other personality variables.

Tests the
interaction
of stress,
anxiety, and
coping

Reliable
and valid

A psychometrically sound
Free
global measure of perceived
stress that could provide
Short
valuable information about the
relationship between stress
Easy to use
and pathology (correlations
between high perceived stress
and burnout).

Not validated
in a physician
population

Cost

Not validated
in health care
providers

Limit use in
physicians.

Initial intent
to use on
patients
with mental
illness.

Small fee.

Subjective

Cons

Free

Pros

The scale has been developed Well
and tested as a measure of
validated
degree of resilience. The scale
also has promise as a method
to screen people for high,
intermediate or low resilience.

The ESS specifically
distinguishes reports of
dozing behavior from feelings
of fatigue and drowsiness/
sleepiness

Notes
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MyersBriggs Type
Indicator
(MBTI)

Introspective self93 items
assessment tool
that identifies
psychological
preferences in how
people interact with
their environments
and make decisions.

Mood and personality

The COPE
Inventory is a
multidimensional
coping inventory to
assess the different
ways in which
people respond to
stress.

The COPE
Inventory
(brief)

28 items

The Ways of Coping 66 items
Questionnaire is a
66-item instrument
containing a wide
range of thoughts
and acts that people
use to deal with
the internal and/or
external demands of
specific stressful
encounters.

Number
of items

Ways of
Coping
Scale
(WAYS)

Table. Continued.
Name of
instrument
Brief description
Cost

15 minutes $49.95 per
user

15 minutes Free

$2.50/license
(50 surveys
minimum)

10 minutes $50 for the
manual

Time to
complete

https://www.cpp.com/
products/mbti/index.aspx

www.psy.miami.
edu/faculty/ccarver/
sclBrCOPE.html

http://www.mindgarden.
com/158-ways-of-copingquestionnaire

Where to find it

Provides insight into an
individual’s personality
traits, can help us identify
weaknesses and be better
communicators and decision
makers

Provides individual’s insight
into their typical coping
response leading to increased
mindfulness

Five scales (of four items
each) measure conceptually
distinct aspects of problemfocused coping (active
coping, planning, suppression
of competing activities,
restraint coping, seeking of
instrumental social support)

An assessment of coping in
relation to a specific stressful
encounter. Not designed to
be used as an assessment of
coping styles or traits.

Notes

Intended use
is to provide
insight into a
typical coping
response
not a coping
style.

Not validated
in a physician
population.

Not validated
in a physician
population.

Length of
instrument

Cost

Cons

Good
reliability

Validated

Widely used Cost
and highly
regarded

Easy to use

Free

Well
validated

Pros
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Self-assessment
30 item
tool that identifies
individual
conflict-handling
styles, which are
categorized into 5
“modes”: competing,
collaborating,
compromising,
avoiding, and
accommodating

ThomasKilmann
Conflict
Mode
Instrument
(TKI)

Short
version:
35 items

Full
version:
65 items

Self-report
psychological
rating scale use to
assess transient,
distinct mood states.
Measures multiple
dimensions of
mood over a distinct
period of time which
include: AngerHostility, ConfusionBewilderment,
DepressionDejection,
Fatigue-Inertia,
Tension-Anxiety,
Vigor-Activity and
Friendliness.

Number
of items

Profile of
Mood States
(POMS 2)

Table. Continued.
Name of
instrument
Brief description
Cost

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine
15 minutes $18.95 each,
$179 pack
of 10

Full
Manual $92,
version:
and
10 minutes
Single full or
Short
short form
version:
$3.50
five
minutes

Time to
complete

https://www.cpp.com/en/
tkiitems.aspx?ic=4813

https://ecom.mhs.com(S(4
sbwc3qmfsjjpo454qllycuj))/
inventory.aspx?gr=cli&prod
=poms2&id=pricing&RptGr
pID=pmr

Where to find it

Provides a pragmatic,
situational approach to
conflict resolution, change
management, leadership
development, and
communication

Provides insight into an
individual’s current mood
state and how that may affect
their performance at work and
interaction with others.

Notes

Validated in
physician
populations

Relevant

Allows for
real-time
assessment
of risks for
burnout,
second
victim
syndrome,
etc.

Pros

Cost

Not well
validate in
physician
population

Cost

Cons
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Search MeSH terms:
(see Appendix 1)
Search engines:
PubMed, Web of Science,
MedEd Portal

Limits:
1997-2017
English language
full text

PubMed

Web of
Science

500 abstracts
screened → 48
articles reviewed →
14 tools included

300 abstracts
screened → 21
articles reviewed →
11 tools included

MedEd Portal

124 abstracts
screened → 124
articles reviewed →
10 tools included

Assessment
tools reviewed
35 from search
18 from bibliography
review

Used in physician
population and
multiple citations in
the medical literature
(24 tools)

Not used in physician
population or limited
citations in the
medical literature

Table 1
(11 - part 1)
(13 - part 2)

Other tools table
Appendix 2
(29 tools)

Figure 1. Flow diagram of literature search algorithm and assessment tool selection.
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fellows from three academic centers in Michigan in 2010.
The first and only study that used the PWI was performed
in randomly selected full-time physician members of the
American Academy of Family Physicians to assess the
relationship between burnout and happiness. They found that
career purpose was the strongest predictor of happiness.14
No other studies have evaluated the reliability and validity
of this instrument. The major advantage of the PWI is that it
was developed for physicians, taking into consideration their
work settings and relationship to patients.
Physician Well-being Index
The authors at the Mayo Clinic School of Medicine
developed the Physician Well-Being Index (PWBI)
specifically for medical professionals, including resident and
medical student versions.13,15,16 The purpose of the index is to
stratify physician well-being in several important dimensions
and to identify physicians whose degree of distress may
negatively impact their practice (career satisfaction, intent to
leave current position, medical errors). The seven-item survey
includes domains of burnout, depression, stress, fatigue, and
mental and physical QOL.
Quality of Life Linear Analog Self-assessment
The Quality of Life Linear Analog Self-Assessment
(QOL LASA) scales have repeatedly been used in the
literature to evaluate QOL in the cognitive, physical,
emotional, social, or spiritual domains.17 In medical
oncologists, high QOL LASA scores were associated with
higher work satisfaction.18 One study employed the QOL
LASA to measure the outcomes of a well-being initiative
in a group of 40 internal medicine (IM) physicians who
subsequently demonstrated a significant increase in QOL
LASA scores post-intervention group.60 QOL LASA scores
have been shown to be negatively correlated with selfperceived error reporting in several studies.19-21
Professional Quality of Life Scale
The Professional Quality of Life Scale (ProQOL) is the
current iteration of several previously developed scales related
to compassion fatigue including the Compassion Fatigue
Scale, the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test, and the Compassion
Satisfaction and Compassion Fatigue Test. ProQOL is a
well-validated, 30-item scale that consists of three separate
subscales: compassion satisfaction; burnout; and secondary
traumatic stress. There are over 650 citations related to
ProQOL, and its previous iterations in the medical literature.
Key literature can be found here: http://www.proqol.org/
uploads/ProQOL_Concise_2ndEd_12-2010.pdf. The ProQOL
scale allows for monitoring of both the negative consequences
(e.g., burnout and secondary traumatic stress) and protective
qualities (e.g., compassion and satisfaction) of being in a
caring profession.

Western Journal of Emergency Medicine

Epworth Sleepiness Scale
Fatigue has long been linked to well-being and QOL.
Sleep loss and fatigue have a significant negative impact
on resident quality of life and perception of well-being.22
The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is the most widely
used tool to evaluate daytime sleepiness in a variety of
populations and cultures. In multiple medical student
studies, there were high rates of daytime sleepiness, higher
levels of burnout, and academic performance.23-28 Increased
sleepiness has been shown to be related to an increase in
motor vehicle accidents among IM residents,29 with higher
levels of stress and fatigue being independently associated
with self-perceived medical errors.30
In a study with EM residents, sleep deprivation
was found to significantly impact resident lives both
personally and professionally with many social activities
and meaningful personal pleasures being deferred or
postponed during residency.31Additionally, residents in
that study reported that sleep loss and fatigue had a major
impact on their ability to perform their work. While
baseline characteristics have not been established and
cross-specialty studies have not been done, one study of IM
residents found that 23% had an abnormal ESS score.32
Coping Tools: Resilience and Mindfulness
EPs are subjected to high-stress situations on a regular
basis. Stress is not burnout but a natural response defined
as a state of mental or emotional strain or tension resulting
from adverse or very demanding circumstances. Reaction
to stressors is highly individualized, and numerous
emotional and physical disorders have been linked to stress.
Understanding the response to stress can provide insight into
specific behavioral modifications that can be used to cope with
stress in more positive ways.
There are numerous types of coping mechanisms, some
positive and associated with increased mindfulness and
resilience, and some negative, which worsen symptoms of
burnout. Resilience, too, is a unique and central component
of well-being, identified as “the ability of an individual
to respond to stress in a healthy, adaptive way such that
personal goals are achieved at minimal psychological and
physical cost.”33 It is increasingly recognized as a strategy
that may reduce physician stress, particularly burnout,
anxiety, and depression. In one study conducting semistructured interviews with a variety of physicians, selfawareness, self-monitoring, and mindfulness-based, stressreduction techniques were determined to be as effective
as techniques to reduce the negative feelings of emotional
distress and consequent rumination while enhancing a
physician’s capacity for empathy.34 This notion of selfawareness and self-care is thought to be teachable and can
be enhanced, as demonstrated by one pilot study involving
family medicine residents.35
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Connor Davidson Resilience Scale
The Connor Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC) was
developed for clinical practice for patients with mental health
concerns, particularly post-traumatic stress disorder and anxiety,
as a measure of stress and adaptability. The initial paper also
states three potential uses: to explore the biologic aspects of
resilience; to use in clinical practice in an effort to recognize
resilient characteristics and evaluate responses to interventions;
and as a screening tool for high-risk, high-stress activities
or occupations.36 The initial intent was to use the scale with
patients suffering from mental illness. The CD-RISC targets
five factors: personal competence; trust/tolerance/strengthening
effects of stress; acceptance of change and secure relationships;
control; and spiritual influences. The tool has been shown to
have convergent and discriminant validity and to be reliable in
multiple nationalities and populations.37,38
While it is one of the most widely used instruments for
resilience, the CD-RISC may have some limitations, specifically
a “ceiling effect.” In other words, the scale’s lack of items to
detect higher levels of resilience characteristics as variables and
of its capacity to measure higher levels of resilience limits its
usefulness in analyzing certain professions known for higher
levels of resilience, and thus may be deficient.39
Perceived Stress Scale
The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) measures the degree to
which situations in one’s life are viewed as stressful. This tool
was designed with the intent of creating a psychometrically
sound global measure of perceived stress that could provide
information on the relationship between stress and pathology.40
The PSS has been widely used across the globe and most
frequently with university students and those attempting to
stop smoking. There are multiple studies on resident physicians
who have used the PSS as an assessment of their well-being. In
several of these studies, perceived overall stress was strongly
related to work hours and was found to affect physicians more
than other healthcare professionals (e.g., nurses).41 Resident
physicians who screen positive for burnout also have higher
perceived levels of stress, a pattern similarly shown in faculty
physicians.42,43 Resident physicians have also been noted to have
higher perceived levels of stress than matched controls in the
general population.43 In several studies with nurses and faculty
physicians, implementation of a resiliency program has shown
improvement in scores on the PSS.44-46
The PSS is a highly reliable and valid measure of stress
in adults across multiple ethnicities. It provides individuals
insight into their typical stress-response state. This awareness,
in turn, may potentially increase mindfulness and be used
to target relaxation behaviors to relieve stress. A potential
limitation of the PSS is that the initial intent of the tool was
to link stress to pathologic behavior, particularly tobacco
abuse. However, many studies in the medical literature have
used the PSS to assess patients pre- and post-intervention for
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multiple disease processes. If one considers burnout symptoms
pathological insofar as they have been linked to issues such as
substance abuse, medical error, and poor patient satisfaction,
then this limitation is of debatable significance.
Coping Inventory to Stressful Situations
The Coping Inventory to Stressful Situations (CISS)
measures three types of coping styles when one encounters
a stressful or challenging situation: emotion-oriented; taskoriented; and avoidance-oriented coping. It also measures
distraction and social diversion. The tool is aimed at
determining an individual’s preferred coping style to provide
a better understanding of the relationship between that
individual’s coping style and his or her personality. The results
can be used to help intervention planning for individuals in
stressful situations. There is also a modified 21-item tool for
specific social situations or interpersonal conflicts (CISS:
Situation- Specific Coping Measure [CISS:SSCM]).
The CISS and CISS:SSCM are reliable measures of
coping styles, demonstrating internal consistency, test-retest
reliability, and item-remainder correlation. The CISS scales
also have demonstrated construct validity as assessed by factor
analysis in adults, undergraduates, and adolescents.47 Data
from the study of medical students and physicians in practice
have shown that task-oriented coping plays a role in reducing
burnout symptoms, while emotion-oriented and avoidanceoriented coping may do the opposite. Therefore, the CISS may
be a valuable tool in identifying individuals who may require
additional training in specific coping strategies to improve
their resilience and/or reduce their risk of burnout.48
In a study of 616 emergency department (ED) personnel,
increased levels of burnout were associated with emotionoriented coping while decreased levels were observed in those
with task-oriented coping.49 This was also demonstrated in a
study of 50 IM physicians.50 The CISS has also been used to
study medical students, demonstrating a correlation of taskoriented coping with higher levels of emotional intelligence.51
Emotional intelligence – the ability to perceive, process,
and regulate emotions effectively – is thought to be a strong
predictor of resident well-being.52 Two other studies of medical
students found that avoidance-oriented coping was associated
with increased measure of fatigue and depressive symptoms.53,54
The Ways of Coping Checklist, the Ways of Coping (Revised), the
Ways of Coping Scale
The Ways of Coping Scales (WCCL, CAPS, WAYS) identify
two distinct, general types of coping: problem-focused and
emotion-focused. Problem-focused coping is aimed at problem
solving or doing something to alter the source of stress. Emotionfocused coping is aimed at reducing or managing the emotional
distress that is associated with or cued by the situation. While
most stressors will elicit both types of coping, problem-focused
coping tends to predominate when the individual feels as if
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something constructive can be done, leading to engagement of
the problem, and emotion-focused coping predominates when
the individual believes the stressor is something that must be
endured, leading to problem avoidance and disengagement.55,56
The Ways of Coping measures are not designed to assess coping
traits and/or style. Each administration of the tool is aimed at
understanding the coping processes an individual engages in a
particular stressful encounter rather than attempting to define their
coping style or traits.
The CAPS measure has potential benefit in prospectively
identifying individuals with more emotion-focused coping
strategies who may be at risk of burnout. Its main limitation
is that this tool is situation-specific and does not reflect
the complexity of the situations in medical practice nor
encompass the entirety of an individual coping skillset. Its
strength lies in making an individual aware of how he or
she copes with different, specific, stressful situations and
providing language around coping responses that may be more
mindful, healthful, and productive for them, their team, and
their patients.
Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced
The Coping Orientation to Problems Experienced (COPE)
Inventory and, more recently, the Brief COPE were designed
to assess the different ways in which people respond to stress.
This tool looks at many dimensions of coping, including both
functional and dysfunctional responses. These dimensions
include the following: active coping; planning; suppression of
competing activities; restraint coping; seeking social support
for instrumental reasons; seeking social support for emotional
reasons; focusing on and venting emotions; behavioral
disengagement; positive reinterpretation and growth; denial,
acceptance; and turning to religion.59,60
The COPE Inventory was validated in a population of
almost 1,000 undergraduate students in its final iteration.
The authors state there is no such thing as an “overall” score
on this measure and do not recommend a particular way
of generating a dominant coping style for a given person.
Instead, they advocate looking at each scale separately to see
how it relates to the other variables. Thus, this tool may help
with insight into coping response and personal reflection.
The Brief COPE has been used in studies involving
IM and EM residents. In the study with IM residents,
those residents who employed the strategies of acceptance,
active coping, and positive reframing had lower emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization, suggesting that residents
who place a high priority on healthful relationships, engage in
spiritual activities, and practice humility may have important
coping mechanisms that mitigate burnout.56,58,59 Residents
who employed denial, disengagement, self-blame, and
humor were found to have higher emotional exhaustion and
depersonalization. Disengagement and venting were found to
be negatively correlated with personal accomplishment.
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These tools are relatively short, free, and easy to use.
They provide individuals with insight into their typical
coping responses, thereby increasing mindfulness. Although
used in physician populations, they have not been validated
specifically in physician populations.
Mood and Personality Tools
Personality typing is a psychological concept popularized
in the 1940s. Conceptually, it is founded on the notion that
individuals favor certain psychological preferences and that
personality traits affect how they perceive and interact with
their environments. The ED is a unique medical environment
where there is great emphasis on leadership, communication,
and teamwork. The application of personality and mood
assessment instruments may provide useful information about
individual ED providers and create a more dynamic, efficient,
and sound working environment.
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is the most
widely used of the personality assessment tools. This
introspective, self-assessment tool separates people into
four dichotomies that each focus on a particular aspect of
information processing: extraversion/introversion; sensing/
intuition; thinking/feeling; and judging/perceiving. In the
medical community, the MBTI has been studied in medical
students, dental students, and resident and attending physician
populations, primarily among surgeons and anesthesiologists.
Many researchers have applied the MBTI to assess for
personality patterns among different specialties and identify
personalities at increased risk for burnout.61-64 While the MBTI
is the oldest and most well-studied in the physician population,
it has yet to be shown how MBTI results can be implemented to
benefit individual practitioners and the work environment.
Profile of Mood States
The Profile of Mood States (POMS) is a self-report,
psychological rating scale that assesses multiple dimensions of
mood over a distinct period of time. Such mood states include
the following: anger-hostility, confusion-bewilderment,
depression-dejection, fatigue-inertia, tension-anxiety,
vigor-activity, and friendliness. The dynamic nature of the
assessment may allow for real-time evaluation for risks of
burnout and second- victim syndrome following an unforeseen
or unfavorable outcome.
While the tool has been used in several physician
populations,65-71 it is not well validated in the medical
field.72-76 The enthusiasm of IM interns was found to give
way to sustained depression, anger, and fatigue at the end of
internship.67 A study of early-career physicians showed that
acute sleep deprivation secondary to long call hours negatively
affected mood.65 In one study of IM residents, mood
disturbances were identified as common, and the decline in
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empathic concern was specifically found to persist throughout
training unlike other mood disturbances that were no longer
present by the end of residency.67

physician population or have been validated in physicians. We
have highlighted the tools from each topic that are most relevant
for use in assessing an EP population.

Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument
The Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument (TKI)
is a self-assessment tool that identifies individual conflicthandling styles, which are categorized into five “modes:”
competing, collaborating, compromising, avoiding, and
accommodating. Conflict is inevitable in any team-based field
due to personality and work-style differences. EPs manage
the expectations and reactions of patients in crisis. Patientcentered care requires collaboration between the clinicians,
patients, family, and other providers, which may lead to
another source of conflict.
The TKI has been validated in the medical population
including nurses, residents, board-certified physicians,
hospital administrators, and program directors, although not
specifically among emergency clinicians.77-80 In studies of
resident physicians, there is a tendency for higher levels of
accountability and successful execution of administrative
tasks in individuals with collaborating or competing conflict
modes.78,79 Identifying individual conflict-management styles,
the TKI can help provide insight to EPs regarding their
strengths and potential weakness in dealing with conflict,
which may ultimately help them become better leaders in the
department and better team players.

CONCLUSION
Physician well-being is a complicated topic, and there
is no standardized approach for assessing it. We provide a
framework of the assessment tools that can be used to evaluate
the positive states of physician well-being. The assessment
tools reviewed vary in the topic assessed, cost, length, and
applicability to a physician population. This manuscript is
intended to provide the reader with several available options
for evaluating different components of physician well-being.
It is at the discretion of the reader to determine which tool
would be most appropriate for the outcome he or she is trying
to measure. There is great opportunity for the development of
new tools and validation of those that are already in use.
There is clearly much to be done in the development of
resources to mitigate burnout, foster resilience, and improve
well-being. When undertaking an assessment of physician
well-being, it is of critical importance to understand what you
want to assess and to ensure you have selected the best tool to
assess it. We hope this manuscript gives emergency physicians
a starting point to evaluate their own well-being and the wellbeing of their peers, trainees, and students.

LIMITATIONS
There are an overwhelming number of assessment tools
available in the literature that can be used to measure the
different components of physician well-being. While our
literature search was methodical and broad, we acknowledge
that we may have missed some key assessment tools. At times,
a single author determined the inclusion eligibility of the tools
identified in our literature search strategy. However, consensus
between at least two reviewers was required for an instrument
to be included in this paper.
Assessment tools must be suitable for and validated in
the population of interest. A majority of the tools we found
have been used in a physician population but have never been
validated in this population. Many of the tools have been
designed for and validated in special populations; however,
their applicability, reliability, and validity in a physician
population is not clearly demonstrated in the medical
literature. In the absence of independent validation, the results
of these tools should be interpreted with caution.
Physician well-being is multifactorial, and it is difficult to
purely divide these components by topic or sub-category as they
have a complex interplay with one another. We have reviewed the
tools based on the well-being topics that were most commonly
found in the medical literature and that were of highest potential
value. Very few tools exist that were either designed for use in a
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